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SUiiMARY L::pcr imonts havo been undertaken in the ocean off Sydney, N..;.W. to nonitor tin rovorwnt atid
the dispersion of sowaqe solids. These solids wen- laLollt.d vith u rudioisotoj e-, 'jc»ld-lvH i rior to ocean
discharge.

The labelled material was followed at sea usiiuj submersible- scintillation detectors. Lateral and vertical
dispersion coefficients were deternined. The cxporinojits showed that under soru conditions the labelled
sewage grease dispersed and under others the qrease aqolome-rated. This variation it, e-xi.lainod in terms of
non-conservative processes.

1. INTRODUCTION r.VTATIOH

Where sewage ocean outfall stations are sited near
recreational beaches the oriqin of any deposited
solid mattet will always be questioned. In some
areas, grease balls are deposited under certain
weather and tidal conditions. These balls may
vary in diameter from a few millimetres to several
centimetres. Their chemical composition is such
that the origin of the material cannot bo readily
deduced but the proxircity of ocean outfalls and
the known grease component in effluent have called
in question the part played by the sewage in this
type of beach pollution.

The ocean has for a long time been considered a
suitable repository for all tyiios of waste water.
Some (Calvert 1974) have oven gone so far as to
consider the ocean dumping of primary treated
sewage as the secondary treatment stage. However/
because primary treated sewage contains water,
solutes, emulsified species and solids and the
dispersion behaviour of each material differs, the
suitability of the ocean for sewage dumping should
be more closely examined.

A large fraction of Sydney's waste of industrial
and domestic origin is discharged into the Pacific
Ocean through five outfalls. The largest of these
is the cliff-base outfall from the Metropolitan
Water Sewage and Drainage Board (MWS & DB) Control
Plant at Malabar which discharges the waste of
over one million people in addition to the waste
generated by the bulk of Sydney's industry.

The sewage receives a primary treatment before
being discharged into the ocean. Digested sludge
liquid is also discharged into the ocean. The
screenings and the skimmings from the settling
tanks are incinerated.

Over the past five years, work has been undertaken
by the Australian Atomic Energy Commission (AABC)
for the MWS & DB to study the ocean dispersion of
processed sewage and to investigate whether any
fraction could give rise to beach pollution (Dav-
ison et al. 1977). This paper deals with some of
the results of this work and an explanation is
proposed for the observed variations in the behav-
iour of sewage solids.
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3. DISPERSION PROCESSES

3.1 Introduction

In primary treated scwaqe some- fractions an- Known
to disperse and move similarly to the water -
conservative materials - and some behave diflVt<—
ntly - non-conservative mate r i als. In order to
understand the factors that affect the ovoall
dispersion of the sewage, tho factors Lh.it influ-
ence typos of material are reviewed.

3.2 Dispersion of Water-Conservative Ha Lot i.iJ:.

The processes of rcgulatinq spread and dilution ol
the water and soluble fractions of affluent dis-
charged into coastal watera can be exm:;ideiod .i:.
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the superimposed effects of advection and turbul-
ent diffusion.

Near-field dilution processes arc- governed by such
discharge characteristics as flow-rate, outlet
type and pipe dimensions, depth of entry and
salinity differences. The initial dilution is
caused by turbulent mixing, generated during the
rise of the buoyant sewage plume to the surface or
equilibrium depth. Many empirical formulae exist
which predict initial dilutions. Most effluent
disposal regulations refer to a minimum initial
dilution.

The far-field processes which are responsible for
subsequent dispersal of the sewage field combine
the advectivc effects of tidal, coastal and wind
induced currents with lateral and vertical diff-
usion effects caused by the wave and shearing
current induced turbulence spectrum.

Th dispersion characteristics of an area can be
described by a variety of measurable parameters
including dispersion coefficients. Dispersion
coefficients are defined as the rate of transfer
of a diffusing substance across a unit area of a
suction divided by the concentration gradient
normal to that section. Because of problems in
handling and using the three dimensional general
equation for dispersion coefficients, it is gener-
ally more practical and useful to use the equation
reduced to two dimensions:-

(x,y,z) C(x,o,o)
ÜXP- - TT v.

Previous workers (Richardson and Stommel 1948)
have found that, for conservative materials, D
approximates to the empirical relationship -

D = 0.01 L4^3

Most predictive dispersion coefficients are deter-
mined from the spread of small soluble dye patches
in the vicinity of a proposed outfall. (Vertical
dispersion coefficients are usually neglected and
dispersion coefficients of non-conservative natter
ignored.) These are not necessarily equivalent to
those which occur when a major perturbation to the
system occurs, such as the influx of a large
volumo of relatively fresh water. Further, in the
ocean there are eddy conditions on both macro and
micro levels and, depending upon the scale of the
experiment undertaken to determine the dispersion
coefficient, there will be an influence of eddies
of a particular size. Thus the observed dispersion
coefficients will vary according to the size or
scale effect.

i.i Dispersion of Non-conservative Materials

Modifications to the dispersion equations arc
necessary when the effluent contains non-conserv-
ativu materials. Studies of floatables such as
grease, wax, scum, bacteria and other particulate
nutter have indicated that tho non-conservative
processes may be more impoitant than normal dis-
persive processes in accounting for the distrib-
ution of these components. For example, objects
which are constrained to move in a horizontal
[.lane because of density differences can be the
subject of several accumulation mechanisms.
Processes which can result in accumulation rather
than dispersion are -

-lick Continuous molecular surface films
fonvktiotis can be formed by surface active mat-

erials. These layers dampen wave

action and hence reduce turbulence
because of tho decrease in capill-
ary waves. Surface layers can bo
compressed and collapsed under wind
pressure. Such behaviour can lead
to the formation of {«irticlos.

Windrow Concentrations of floating matter
formation: tend to be aligned parallel to the

wind direction in areas whore there
is a downward flow of water. This
effect occurs in the oiien ocean and
inshore.

In coastal waters, onshore winds
force the upper water layers shore-
wards. At some iioint, the shoreward
velocity component must vanish and
water must sink or change direction
or both. The result is a long-
shore current and a seaward return
pathway often at depth. A windrow
of accumulated debris, parallel
with the shore, appears over the
region of descending flow. We
observed, as have others (Talbot et
al. 1974), that this often occurs
when tho water depth is approxim-
ately 3m and outside the breaker
zone.

Trapped layer tn general, surface or aubsurface
formation: trapped sewage fields arc remarkably

stable. It appears to be a general
feature of the structure of tho
layers that there is a steep sal-
inity gradient with no energy
transfer across it.

Adsubble As a bubble rises through water it
formation: can concentrate and carry surface-

active constituents in much the
same way as slicks. When the
bubble breaks, particulatc form-
ation is possible. Surf waves or
white caps can initiate this pro-
cess.

Flocculates Greases, waxes and oils dispersed
formation: in the sewage will tend to form

flocculates when mixed with sea
water because of the destabilising
effect of tho salt.

Agglomerate Particles of grease and oil will
formation: clump together when they come in

contact. External forces such as
wave action can assist this pro-
cess; in the case of oil droplets
for instance, they can initiate
coalescence.

Wave action affects non-conservative matter differ-
ently from conservative matter. Swell waves do
not induce significant mixing of floatables; they
merely transport the material along the wave
direction, usually shoreward. Short-crested wind
waves promote mixing within the surface layers,
aiding lateral dispersion. There is a rapid
decrease in mixing energy with depth and, there-
fore, little overall vertical dispersion of float-
ables occurs.

It can thus be clearly seen that there are areas
where the non-conservative materials can differ
significantly from the conservative ones.
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3.4 Bacteria and Dispersion of Sewage procedures without excessive shielding.

The enormous decrease in coliform numbers which
normally occurs in seawater cannot be explained in
terms of dispersion alone. Additional physical
and Luc-tic mechanisms are involved. U.V. irradia-
tion, sedimentation, osmotic shock, pil changes and
attack by residual micro-organisms antagonistic to
enteric bacteria all contribute to reduction in
the coliform numbers. The sea therefore |ierforms
some secondary treatment.

Particulate wax or qrease can interfere with this
dispersion-purification mechanism. Adsorption of
enteric bacteria onto organic }>articulate matter
can hinder the flocculation-sedimontation mechan-
ism, cause bacterial retention/survival in grease
accumulations and seriously modify the scavenging
behaviour of the resident predators (Roper and
Marshall 1979). The lifetime of U. Coli in marine
and cstuarine systems is prolonged by the presenci
of particulates. A stronq correlation has been
found between the grease content of beach sands
and the coliform count in the adjacent water. It
is not known whether the coliform levels arc high
in both media or whether the high water count is
caused by the presence of the grease. Thus, apart
from aesthetic grounds, health-based objections
can be raised to the presence of grease on beaches.

4. RADIOiSOTOPE TRACING OF SEWAGE SOLIDS

4.1 Introduction

This report describes some results from radioactive
tracing experiments in the Sydney area to assess
differences in the dispersion behaviour of the
grease, wax or fats originating from the processing
of the sewage. In these operations three sources
of grease are possible:-

(i) floating scum,
(ii) anaerobic digested sludge, and
(iii) primary-treated sewage (middle fraction).

Since there is a great chemical similarity between
material from any of these sources, labelling
specific fractions with a radioisotope provides
the only means of readily identifying and tracing
any particular fraction through the dispersion
process. Visible and fluorescent dyes arc not
suitable for labelling non-conservative materials
and must also bo treated with reservation if
attempts are made to determine dilution factors of
conservative wastes in highly polluted waters
where quenching effects can occur.

4.2 Choice of Tracer

Gold-198 was used to label the particulate matter
in the sewage fractions because -

(i) It will effectively label the particles
and the label will remain adherent even
under severe agitation.

(ii) It can be applied at high specific
activity (i.e. high radioactivity and
low mass) so that the chemical and
physical properties of the material are
not altered in labelling.

(iii) It has suitable radiation properties.

The energy of the Y-ray emitted by gold-
198 (0.411 MeV) is high enough to allow
easy direct underwater detection but low
enough to enable transport and injection

(iv) It has a half life (2.6'J days) short
enough to |>ormit repeat experinent.s,
reduce» memory i f focts ami provides, .in
additional safety factor.

(v) I it; cheap ami readily available .

4.3 Tracer Injection

In situ labelling is achieved by peristaltic
pumpinq of a solution of qold-l'JK chloroauric acid
directly into the required <-ffluent liiu.s. ";•<
gold solution adsorbs onto tin particles and
rapidly reduces to mot.illic -(old.

Two slightly different technique!! nay U- erj loyed.
Kadioisotopo can be pumped continuously into tin
effluent line for a period of hour;; with th<-
injection rate adjusted to be pro|-ortional to th-
effluent flow rat< , thus Maintaining a constant
labelling rate. Alternatively, tin. injection ray
be limited to approximately ono hour. In tn.
former case a continuous dis^-rsion | lurn of
labelled sewaqe is formed in the ocean. It. thi
latter case, which was adoj-ted for nost of the
investigations, an elongated < xpandiii'; ;>ul.se of
labelled material was embedded in the nornal
sewage field and monitored at s<.a.

4.4 Plume Monitorinq

The transjiort by wind, tide and current of ti.«.
labelled scwaqc was followed by boat fror thi
ocean outfall until it could no lonqer be detect».<i
because of dilution. Count rate determinations
were made at noted one minute intervals usiiv:
submersible Hal scintillation detectors attached
to AAEC 519 Ratometers. Depth profiles of th<
plume wore made at positions of interest.

The position of the» boat was doterrimc! every two
minutes by surveyors stationed on adjacent hi ad-
lands and the position of each count rate reason -
ment subsequently located on a master raj .

Samples of water were taken for analysis of solids,
grease and radioactivity.

4.5 Aroal and Depth Distribution of Sewage riuld

Data reduction of the results from the jluni
monitoring program allowed a picture of the biwaqt
field to bo constructed and far-field dilution
factors determined (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

4.6 Calculation of Dispersion Coefficients

Mean lateral an'1, vertical dispersion coefficients
were determined from the arcal distribution dia-
grams. The data across two sections nornal to the
plume's longitudinal axis were each fitted to a
normal distribution curve. Figure 3 show.-, an
idealised plume. The lateral dispersion co> :"fic—
icnts were then calculated from the standard
deviations at each section and the known tjru
interval

y 2(t. - ti)

Where plumes were trapped against tin ';<j.i.:t., j
reflectance technique was employed: tin. v»iti».vil
dispersion coefficients wore calculated fror, t )••
depth distributions assuming reflectance at tl.<-
surface.
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S. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 1 Areal Dispersion of Labelled Sewage
Plume.

The areal and vertical distribution of labelled
sewage fractions has been determined under a
variety of conditions. Typical distributions arc
illustrated in Figures 1 and 2. It has been shown
that the labelled plume is directed by the pre-
vailing wind and that the sewage plume persists as
a shallow surface trapped layer. Note that calcul-
ations on the relationship between depth and wave
energy show that for a typical swell wave 2 r,i high
and wavelength 50 m, the energy is concentrated in
the top 5 m of the ocean (Figure 4). The fraction
of the wave energy existing between the surface
and a depth d can be calculated using the express-
ion

1 - e
-4-d/.

If
Figure 4 Depth - Wave Height - Energy Relation-
ship for Waves of 6 second Period.

Significant depth dispersion of the plume occurred
only when the wind wave and swell were from the
same direction. As was discussed in Section 3.3,
the wind wave has limited depth dispersion propert-
ies and the swell negligible effect but, if these
combine additively, then increased vertical dis-
persion could be anticipated.

Figure 2 Vertical Dispersion of Labelled
Sewage Plume. Location numbers refer to the
Plume in Figure 1.

TABLE I

Figure 3 Method of Determining Lateral
Dispersion Coefficients from Idealized Plume.

LOCATION

Sydney coastal*

Sydney offshore
(Wallis et al., 1977)

Jervis Bay
rervis Bay offshore
(Charash, 1971)

Suffolk coast
(Talbot, 1974)

Sast Irish Sea
(Talbot, 1974)

Lake Erie
(Csanady, 1964)

DISPERSION
(m--

Lateral

0.

0.

1.
6.

0.

0.

0.

9 -

03

5
0 -

21

16

17

5.

27

- 0

- 7

- 0

1

.0

.60

.3

.44

COEFFICIENTS
s"1)

0.

0.

0.

Vertical

0.0003

-

-

005 - 0.013

0003 - 0.0026

0001 - 0.003

* Present study

The range of dispersion coefficients of the non-
conservative material determined from a scries of
14 tests is shown in Table Z. Values for
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conservative materials obtained by other workers
u.sincj various techniques are shown for comi>arison.
It can bo seen that the dispersion coefficients
for our non-conservative matter are very similar
to those measured for conservative tracers. In
addition it was found in our experiments that:

(i) there was no surface scum formation;

(ii) there was no sedimentation of any
labelled material; and

(iii) the labelled surface field was relatively
homogeneous.

In most of our experiments, there appears to be
very little difference between the dispersion of
the conservative and finely comminuted non-consorv-
ativo matter, in spite of the possible mechanisms
that could theoretically produce differences.
This observation is contrary to experience since
deposition is known to occur on beaches and we
found labelled matter on beaches in two experi-
ments. There is an obvious paradox in the behav-
iour of the sewage solids which on the one hand
disperse and move like conservative materials and
on the other hand, go through some aggregation and
deposition process. There must be factors influ-
encing the way non-conservative matter behaves.
One of the factors appears to be weather. The
appearance of labelled grease on beaches has been
associated with an onshore wind but an onshore
wind has not always resulted in labelled grease on
the beach. In some experiments a plume of labelled
sewage entered an embayment under the influence of
an onshore wind, and yet did not deposit labelled
grease. A possible explanation for this behaviour
comes from one of the non-conservative mechanisms
in Section 3.3 - windrow formation. If, under the
influence of the onshore wind, the water containing
the labelled particles undergoes a downward and
backward flow before the breaker zone then the
solids cannot be deposited on the beach. However
should the labelled plume enter the breaker zone
then deposition is possible since the aqueous
phase can still run back after a wave breaks but
the solid phase is left behind because of its non-
conservative behaviour.

Once particulate matter is constrained in one
location such as the surf zone, pockets, embay-
ments, etc., it is then possible for concentration
and aggregation processes to occur. It would seem
that some sort of hold up mechanism is essential
to allow the larger grease agglomerates to be
produced from the fine grease. Thus the non-
conservative elements in discharged sewage will
behave in a conservative manner until certain
external forces come into play. We have observed
that the amount of tracer on labelled grease
collected from the ocean close to the discharge
point is similar to the amount on grease collected
from the dispersed plume 5 km away and also similar
to the amount on grease deposited on beaches six
days after injection. This observation highlights
the persistence of the grease in the ocean with
little additional dilution and the ability of the
non-conservative material to concentrate. Earlier
studies (Flynn and Thistlcthwaytc 1964) in the
Sydney area found that grease was deposited on
beaches remote from any ocean outfalls. From the
health view point this factor is important since
in remote locations the concentration of bacterial
predator will be low and the bacterial die off
will be greatly reduced.

Another inference that can be drawn from these
observations relates to the siting of the outfall

lines. If the concentration mechanisms are valid
then the extension of outfalls 1 - 2 km off the
coast may have little benefit. It has qenerally
boon observed that diffusion parameters, decrease
with distance from shore, thus less lateral dil-
ution occurs and onshore wind will still direct
tho sewage to tho beaches. Further, offshore
outfalls may cause more beach pollution since the
initial dispersion of the sewage before it i w l '
the coast will allow deposition over a wider rui.<:i
of beaches, many of which will not contain signific
ant amounts of bacterial predators.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Observations on the dispersion and novenenL of
labelled particulate matter in ocean-dischur ;c:
sewage in the Sydney, N.S.K. area have shown U
in free water the particles will disperse UÜ a
surface-trapped layer, with dispersion coef fiei-
.similar to those observed for conservative tra<-<
It has also been shown that, in spite of t:«
observed dispersing behaviour, labelled 'ir« IMA. :
boon found to 1» deposited onto beaches. 1h'.-
paradox between dispersion behaviour and 'ii.to&i
has been explained in terms of known behaviour
nonconservativo materials.

tit:
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